1,000 Coils of Fear
1000 Serpentinen Angst

review
Olivia Wenzel’s strange and unsettling debut completely captures the
zeitgeist, tackling all the most pressing topics of our age: race,
politics, feminism, motherhood, sex, history, global terrorism,
nationality, love and death.
1,000 Coils of Fear is an international novel that flits between East
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and West Germany, New York, North Carolina, Vietnam and North
Africa. The main character is the unnamed female narrator. But there
is another character whose absence haunts every sentence of the
novel: the narrator’s dead twin brother, who jumped in front of a train
when they were seventeen years old. The novel’s other principal
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characters are the narrator’s ex-punk mother (with whom she has a
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dysfunctional and now almost non-existent relationship); her
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seems; her absent Angolan father; her friend Kim, with whom she

bourgeois East German grandmother, who may be not quite as she
once had a sexual relationship; and her unborn child.
The novel shifts from an interview-style – where sometimes the
narrator appears to be both interviewer and interviewee – to a first-
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person narrative and then back again. Some of the events are told in
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real time, while others are told as flashbacks, or as related to
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psychotherapists. Throughout the novel, the narrator attempts to
come to terms with her past and present experiences as a bereaved,
mixed-race, East German bisexual woman and mother-to-be, as well
as to escape from the ‘thousand coils of fear’ that threaten to destroy
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her life.
The novel focuses on key episodes in the narrator’s life, such as her
being the only black person at the theatre; being terrified by NeoNazis while at a lake in Brandenburg; discovering that her German ID
trumps her skin colour, where thugs are concerned; witnessing a
stabbing; watching Trump’s victory on television while in bed with a
stranger in New York; holding her brother’s lifeless body; and her
uncle telling her he loves her. However, it also focuses on key
moments in her inner life of terror: being caught in an explosion;
dying; her unborn baby dying; conversations with her mother.
1,000 Coils of Fear is a highly original work, both stylistically and for
its content. Olivia Wenzel has summarised her debut novel in three
sentences, which speak for themselves: ‘Black, Emergency, White,
GDR, call-and-response. Photos, station platforms and bananas.
Aeroplanes, vending machines, uterus.’ Wenzel’s exceptional writing
is powerfully poetic and full of surprises.
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